SIMPLE. FAST.
EXTRAORDINARY.

N O H E AT. NO TOOLS. NO DAMAGE.

MA INT E NANCE TIPS
The revolutionary application method that gets you in and out of
the salon in under an hour. Hotheads Hair Extensions are smooth
to the touch and are applied using water-tight adhesive tabs that
blend seamlessly into your hair. Our extensions are made from
the highest quality, cuticle-on remy hair, leaving you with beautiful
hair that looks and feels like your own.
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Wait 24-48 hours before washing or chemically processing
your hair.
Using a soft boar bristle brush, start at the ends and work your
way up, always brushing in a downward motion. Brush before
shampooing to keep hair from matting.
Be sure to use our Hotheads Haircare Line to clean and
condition hair. It is important for second hair to receive the
proper nutrients and hydration to promote beautiful and
healthy looking hair.
Use our Hydrate Conditioning Masque from mid-shaft
to ends, keeping away from the tape tabs. This is especially
important for blonde shades.
Brush hair 2 to 3 times per day.
Wear your hair in a ponytail or loose braid when swimming,
exercising, and sleeping, in order to reduce tangling. Be sure
to wash your hair after these activities.
When using heat tools to style your hair, make sure to protect
your extensions with a thermal styling product, and keep heat
away from the adhesive.
Apply and leave in a small amount of Hydrate Conditioning
Masque prior to swimming. This prevents hair from
absorbing harmful elements, such as chlorine or salt water.
Exposing extensions to sunscreen may cause discoloration.

D O N ’TS
1. Don’t use any products containing alcohol, oil, or ethanol.
Alcohol based products are drying to the hair and
compromise the adhesive bond.
2. Don’t brush hair harshly.
3. Don’t go bed/sleep with wet hair.
4. Don’t chemically process your hair at home. Rely on your
salon professional for any services while wearing extensions.
5. Don’t remove your extensions yourself. Rely on your salon
professional for removal.
6. Don’t use excessive heat.

